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This article mainly aims at the hotspot and difficulties existing in the theory, 
legislation, judicial practice, probe into the legal definition of domestic violence, 
the prevention of anti- domestic violence, countermeasure in law, aid-organization 
and etc, and bring on some material advices for building up our anti-domestic 
violence. The main content is divided into four chapters except preface and 
conclusion. 
    The author puts forward “marriage rape” theory and related questions in the 
first chapter, domestic violence can’t be limited to physical violence, but also 
consist of sexual violence, psychological violence and so on. It’s believed that the 
inequality in economic status; traditionally federal concept, the concept of power 
of the husband over his wife, family integration; indifferent attitude society holds, 
the psychology of family main body in a state of imbalance, the inferior quality of 
marriage; there three reasons are respectively the economic, historic and social 
root of domestic violence. At the same time, it points out the harmfulness of 
domestic violence toward society. 
    In the second chapter, the author draws lessons from legislation and judicial 
practices some countries and regions apply continental legal family and common 
legal family, the author firmly believes that we should unite multi-organs work 
together to fight with domestic violence, perfect the comprehended anti-domestic 
violence mechanism which keep community as its centre. These measures inspire 
us to optimize our country’s judicial condition, accelerate the development of 
legislation of anti-domestic violence, it is the function of inspire to speed up the 
our country of anti-domestic violence process. 
    In the third chapter, the author points out the advantages and disadvantages of 
the local anti-domestic violence laws, some province and cities legislated, analyses 
the problem existing in anti-domestic violence process and the dilemma we 














punishment, weak law sense of the public, imperfect judicial mechanism, 
unformed unite efforts of the society and alike problems. 
In the fourth chapter, the author brings in civil protection system; introduces 
legal judicial live-separately system, introduces legal respective property system, 
provide crime of violating order for protection in addition, adopts general 
accusation (sexual crime); provide a heavier penalty for the crime of domestic 
violence, we better to adopt self-prosecution aim at sexual crime between consort 
or people has intimate relationship; employ self-prosecution and public 
prosecution aim at other crime of domestic violence; self-prosecution invoked by 
domestic violence enforces reverse burden of proof system, introduce case 
mechanism, overcome the phenomenon that judicial personnel take sides of the 
man who actualizes domestic violence in the judicial practices, in the meantime 
help the fighter against domestic violence with judicial and social aids. 
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